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Unlike English, which has only one “class” of noun, Spanish 
is one of many lanugages that categorizes its nouns by 
gender. But why do nouns have genders? You ask. That’s so 

weird! Aside from nouns that refer to humans and animals, 
the only reason nouns have genders, is that Spanish is a 
romance language that derives from Latin, and nouns in 
Latin had genders. Masculine and feminine are the two 
noun classes in Spanish, but this doesn’t necessarily reflect 
an object’s characteristics or natural gender, For instance, 

the word for manliness, masculinidad, is a feminine noun! 
A lot of the gendered distinctions of nouns can seem 
arbitrary, especially living in a modern world where more 
traditional ideas of gender don’t necessarily apply anymore. 
But many languages across the world assign genders to nouns 
– and actually, English used to also, up until the Middle Ages! 
But, if you are accustomed to a non-gendered language like 
modern English, noun classes can take some getting used to. 

Did you know that nouns in Spanish can be either feminine or masculine?
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The simple definition of a noun is a word for a person, place, 
or thing. Examples of nouns: a fox, some cups, the park. The 
words fox, cup, and park are nouns, whereas the words that 
go with them (a, some, the) are called articles. Articles are 
important when learning a language with gendered nouns, 
because it’s like a label that tells you which gender a word is. 
In Spanish, the simplest articles are el and la. Here are some 
other examples of articles: un, una, los, las, unos, unas.

As far as gender goes, most of the time, a noun ending in O 
is masculine, and a noun ending in A is feminine – but this 
isn’t always so! There are exceptions. Sometimes a noun that 
ends in A is masculine, such as el sofá (the sofa), and one that 

ends in O is feminine, like la mano (the hand). To make it even 
trickier, some nouns can be either masculine or feminine, like 
mar (sea), and some nouns mean something different when 
they are masculine versus when they are feminine (for 
example, el cura—the priest, la cura—the cure)! Still, until you 
learn the exceptions, a good first guess is to look to see what 
letter a word ends in. The easiest way to learn what gender 
nouns are is to always say and write the article with the noun 
when you’re learning new Spanish vocab: la comida, el ring, 

la luna, el atole, etc. This will help your brain connect the noun 
with its proper gender. Pretty soon they’ll roll off your tongue 
and the exceptions won’t seem strange!

What are nouns and articles?
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___ escuela

___ estrella

___ guitarra

___ patio

___ momias

___ familia

___ bisabuelo

___ problema

___ mapa

___ día

___ planeta

El rosa
El verde

___ atole

___ papel

___ deportes

___ callejón

___ dulce

___ luchas

___ máscara

___ estadio

___ escándalo

___ teatro

___ mina

___ tienda

Write the correct article for each of the following Spanish nouns. Remember that LA or EL are used 
for singular nouns, and LAS or LOS are used for plural nouns. (Bonus: can you guess or remember 
what each word means?)

An easy rule of thumb: the names of colors are always masculine, no matter what letter the word 
ends in. Same with the days of the week and months:

Here are some common exceptions. Put in the correct article for the following nouns. (Hint: it’s 
probably the opposite of what you’d think!)

Words ending in L, N, E, R, and S (when it’s not a plural) tend to be masculine. 
But words ending in -IÓN, -DAD, -TAD, TUD, and Z are usually feminine. Try these:

___ guisados

___ sorpresa

___ hechicero

___ boletos

___ ropa

___ público

___ museo

___ tenedor

___ amor

___ autobús

___ revolución

___ vacaciónes

___ libertad

___ actitud

___ felicidad

___ voz

El viernes
El lunes

El abril
El noviembre

___ mano

___ noche

___ pie

___ clase

___ camión

___ lápiz
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Identify the nouns from Chapters 1-6 of Spanish text of Luchazorra and write them in the appropriate 
quadrant below with their article. Circle the ones that are exceptions to the “rules” given in the previous 
pages. Careful! Not every word that’s preceded by “la” is a noun. If you’re not sure, check a dictionary!) 
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